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Abstract 
Driven by the need for fast modelling of metal forming processes for use in closed-loop control, we investigate the advantages 
and drawbacks of analytical approaches as compared with standard finite element calculations, using rolling as an exemplar 
process.  Three different analytical methods from the literature are compared with simulation results, and conclusions are drawn 
regarding their suitability for use in closed-loop control.   
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1. Introduction  
Finite element analysis has long been the dominant method of modelling metal forming processes, with the 
most popular solvers generating hundreds of millions of dollars of revenue each year. Skilled users can quickly 
build models of forming machinery and generate a vast quantity of data to inform both the design of new processes 
and improvements to existing processes. However, this power and flexibility comes at a cost: computation time. 
Despite the continuing advances in processor speed, memory availability, and parallelism, finite element 
simulations can still take hours, days, or even weeks to run at the desired level of accuracy. This sits at odds with 
the growing desire for closed-loop-controlled forming processes, which require calculations to be performed in real 
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time or faster. If the finite element code runs too slowly, then other methods of calculation must be sought. It is 
often possible to create analytical models for specific processes. These models may take more effort to construct 
than finite element simulations, but the calculation times are typically on the order of seconds. The penalty for this 
efficiency is that analytical models are usually based on a simplification of the physics captured by finite element 
codes, therefore they will not be as widely applicable. The ultimate use of the model will dictate whether the 
simplifications introduced can be justified by the computational efficiency. 
In this paper, we illustrate the differences between finite element and analytical models using sheet rolling as 
an exemplar. Three different analytical models from the existing literature are introduced and their theoretical 
limitations discussed. Such comparisons have been made before in the case of models based on slab theory (e.g. 
Montmitonnet, 2006), but here we make the first published comparison of an asymptotic model, namely the model 
of Domanti and McElwain (1995), with finite element calculations. We compare the rolling forces and torques 
predicted by these models with finite element simulations in a range of operating conditions, and comment on the 
strengths and weaknesses of each, and the implications for the use of these models in closed-loop control.  
2. Analytical models of rolling 
There are several different approaches to creating analytical models for metal forming, and for rolling in 
particular. Each may be regarded as solving some simplification of the plastic flow equations, but the contrast in 
the assumptions made between different models can be great. Here we shall examine three models: a simple slab 
theory model; the classic inhomogeneous model of Orowan (1943); and a more recent, mathematical approach 
introduced by Domanti and McElwain (1995). We will discuss each model in the context of the rolling mill 
pictured in Fig. 1, making use of the common notation indicated therein. All of the models effectively make the 
assumptions of plane strain and rigid-perfectly-plastic material behaviour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Diagram and relevant notation for rolling process considered. 
 
Slab theory offers the simplest means of modelling rolling. One neglects shear stresses and any variation in 
stress through the thickness of the strip. It then remains to balance the horizontal stress gradient against the 
frictional resistance imparted by the rollers. The shape of the rollers is typically neglected. At the entrance to the 
roll bite, the workpiece will be moving more slowly than the roller, so friction acts to drag the piece into the bite. 
At the exit, conservation of mass requires that the thinner material will be moving faster than the rollers, so friction 
impedes its exit. The transition between these effects occurs at the neutral point, ݔே, which in slab models is 
typically taken to be ܮȀʹ.  These opposing frictional stresses create the ‘pressure hill’ 
   
  ܲሺݔሻ ൌ ʹ݇݁ఓ௫Ȁఎ for ݔ ൏ ݔே,  ܲሺݔሻ ൌ ʹ݇݁ఓሺଵି௫ሻȀఎ  for   ݔ ൐ ݔே,                                                          (1) 
 
which is the main characteristic feature of the rolling stress distribution. Estimates for roll force and torque can be 
obtained by integrating this pressure distribution. With the additional assumption that ȝ/Ș is small (see Hosford and 
Caddell 2011, for example), one finds that   
 
 ܨ ൎ ʹ݇ܮݓ ቀͳ ൅ ఓ
ଶఎ
ቁ, ܩ ൎ ܮܨ.               (2) 
 
Symbol Meaning 
w workpiece width 
u, v velocity components 
P pressure 
Sxx Syy Sxy deviatoric stress 
s roll pressure 
f mean horizontal stress 
F, G roll force, torque 
Ȝ plastic multiplier 
ȝ friction coefficient 
k yield stress 
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A weakness of slab theory is that it makes no account of the variation of stress through the thickness of the 
workpiece, resulting in unrealistic contact stresses at the roller surface. The popular solution of Orowan (1943) 
addresses this using an inhomogeneous model based on the work of Nádai (1931), who calculated the stress 
distribution in a compressed wedge. Orowan (1943) approximates the roll gap geometry by that of a wedge (an 
approximation that is more credible at the roll gap entrance than the exit), and uses the Nádai (1931) solution to 
determine the relationship between the mean horizontal stress and the stress at the roller interface:  
 
ݏ ൌ ௙
௛
൅ ݇ݓ,                  (3) 
 
where w is a function that depends weakly on the roll pressure. This can be combined with a stress balance to 
determine a differential equation for the horizontal stress 
 
ௗ௙
ௗఏ
ൌ ଶ௙ோ
௛
ሺ ߠ േ ߤ  ߠሻ ൅ ʹܴ݇ݓሺ ߠ േ ߤ  ߠሻ.              (4) 
 
By solving Eq. (4), Orowan (1943) determines the roll pressure distribution - which again features the pressure hill 
- from which it is possible to calculate the roll force and torque.  
Our third model represents a more modern, mathematical approach to analysing the plastic flow equations. 
Domantiand McElwain (1995) begin with equations describing the stress equilibrium and flow rule in the correct 
roll gap geometry, and proceed to derive an approximate asymptotic solution to these equations by perturbation 
analysis. By scaling the physical variables into dimensionless form, the relative size (and therefore importance) of 
each term can be taken into account. This method hinges on the identification of small parameters such as the 
aspect ratio, Ș, of the roll gap and the ratio, r, of reduction to initial sheet thickness. Domanti and McElwain (1995) 
seek series solutions of the form 
 
ܣሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ σ ߟ௝ܣሺ௝ሻሺݔǡ ݕሻஶ௝ୀ଴ , where ܣ ൌ ሺݑǡ ݒǡ ܲǡ ܵ௫௫ǡ ܵ௬௬ǡ ܵ௫௬ǡ ߣሻ,           (5) 
 
and solve the equations corresponding to successive powers of Ș, allowing solutions from low order to inform 
those to be obtained at higher order. Unlike the other two models, this formal iterative process can be continued to 
derive increasingly accurate estimates by considering higher and higher powers of Ș. In practice, however, the 
approximate equations determined can become difficult to solve in themselves, so Domanti and McElwain (1995) 
restrict attention to only the first three terms in the sum of Eq. (5). It is useful to note that the first and largest of 
these terms features a pressure hill in the form described by Eq. (1), albeit with different parameters, while the 
subsequent terms (omitted here for brevity) introduce some variation of stress through the thickness of the rolled 
sheet. In addition, the shear stress may be obtained as part of the same calculation, allowing for a more realistic 
determination of the roll torque.  
The chief disadvantage of this type of method is often a limited range of applicability. The model of Domanti 
and McElwain (1995) is formally only applicable to rolling of thin sheets with low friction, and may well struggle 
to correctly predict the roll force and torque for thicker sheets or larger reductions. Scaling the equations 
differently -  such as has been done by Govindarajan and Aravas (1991) for extrusion - can lead to estimates more 
appropriate to greater reductions. Other authors (e.g. Johnson and Smelser 1992) allow for richer material 
behaviour and rougher rolls at the expense of replacing Coulomb friction with an even simpler constant friction 
law.  
3. Finite element analysis 
The Finite Element method is an established tool for solving to metal forming problems, benefitting from 
continually improving processor speeds (Osakada, 2010). As many forming processes, including rolling, often 
operate at speeds where kinetic energy and irreversible deformation energy both need to be considered (Wagoner 
and Chenot, 2001), explicit dynamic solvers are commonly used. Here, we use the commercially available Abaqus 
package to model rolling and provide data for comparison for the analytical options presented earlier.   
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The simulated workpiece has dimensions 50mm x 30mm x 3mm. The roller has a radius of 50 mm and is 
driven with angular velocity of 2ʌ rad/s, corresponding to a surface velocity of ʌ/10 m/s. The remaining degrees of 
freedom for the roller are constrained. An initial velocity of ʌ/30 m/s is given to the piece - which is not at first in 
contact with the roller - to initiate the procedure. Coulomb friction is assumed between the roller and the piece - 
with a coefficient of 0.3 for the base case, but subsequently the subject of a parametric study.    
The number of elements in the length (x), height (y) and width (z) directions is equal to 100, 10 and 12 
respectively, for a total of 12000 elements. Symmetries in the width and height direction are employed to reduce 
the computational cost. Hexahedral, reduced integration, continuum elements (C3D8R) with stiffness hourglass 
control are employed, while the Adaptive Mesh option is active. An analytical, rigid cylinder is used to represent 
the roller. The simulation is composed of a single Dynamic Explicit Step that terminates with a steady state 
detection condition based on parameters SSPEEQ, SSSPRD, SSTORQ and SSFORC. These criteria are set with 
the default tolerances: 0.001 for the speed and spread and 0.005 for the torque and force (with units corresponding 
to a (N, m) setup in Abaqus). A cutting plane is defined at 10 mm from the centre of the roller in the flow direction. 
During the calculation, the double precision executable is requested in Abaqus.  Mass scaling is set at 103 to reduce 
computational time while maintaining a low ratio of kinetic to internal energy in the simulation.  
The workpiece is assigned an elastic-rigid-plastic constitutive law, with the Young’s modulus matching pure 
Aluminium at 69 GPa. For a base case the yield stress was set at 100 MPa, but this was also the subject of a 
parametric study as shown in a subsequent section. The choice to provide a realistic elastic component to the 
modelled behaviour was made despite the absence of elasticity in the analytical models to allow the FEM to 
function as a better substitute for experimental data.    
 
Fig. 2. Comparison of roll force and torque between three analytical rolling models and FEA: Domanti model (continuous line); Orowan model 
(dotted); Slab theory (dashed); FEA (markers). 
 
From the perspective of closed loop control, one might aim to find the force and torque that will give rise to a 
particular workpiece reduction and rolling speed. However, given that the analytical models are better suited for 
calculating the force and torque given geometric and kinematic constraints, we elect to do the same with the finite 
element analysis. To explore a range of workpiece geometry and material properties, we pursue short parametric 
studies with respect to the reduction in the thickness of the piece, the yield stress of the material and the assumed 
friction between the roller and the piece. Accordingly, realistic ranges for the three parameters are chosen: 0.5-2 
mm for thickness reduction, 50-500 MPa for yield strength and 0.05-0.3 for the coefficient of friction. 
4. Results 
In Fig. 2 we present roll force and roll torque plots for the three analytical models presented in Section 2 and 
the Finite Element parametric studies from Section 3. The running time for a sample FEA simulation from the 
study is 42 minutes, in contrast to the analytical models which produce near instant results. This time can be halved 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Domanti and McElwain (1995) (a,b) and FEM results (c,d) via colormaps of y-directional (a,c) and shear stress (b,d). 
 
by avoiding the double precision executable, while an order of magnitude reduction can be achieved by simulating 
the strip in 2D. In addition, lowering the requirements on mesh resolution and increasing mass scaling, can easily 
bring the simulation time to the order of seconds. For example, a 1920 element mesh of the same simulation with a 
mass scaling of 2500 and single precision arithmetic reaches steady state after 93 seconds. However, the roll force 
and torque differ from the results shown by 9.1% and 13.6% respectively. Furthermore, the short length of the 
piece in the simulations is instrumental in reducing computational times and sufficient to satisfy our steady state 
criteria, but is not fully representative of a realistically dimensioned process. For the thickness reduction parameter 
the corresponding boundary condition is modelled in increments of 0.25 mm. The highest two values (1.75 and 2 
mm) of reduction result in excessive distortion of the mesh and no useful results are obtained. Similarly, the lowest 
value of the coefficient of friction (0.05) does not supply enough traction for the piece to enter the roll gap, and no 
relevant results are shown. The parametric study with respect to the yield strength, which is presented in 
increments of 50 MPa, demonstrates the linear dependence that provides some reassurance that each of the models 
are behaving sensibly. In addition, we observe a rough agreement between all methods in predicting roll forces, but 
there are significant discrepancies when comparing roll torque estimations.  
In order to explore the relationship between the asymptotic and finite element models more deeply, Fig. 3 
shows a comparison of the stress state throughout the roll gap for the base case defined in Section 3.  
5. Discussion 
The results shown in the previous section illustrate several of the strengths and limitations of the solution 
methods considered. In general, slab theory seems to give the closest match to the finite element roll forces, 
perhaps surprisingly so given its simplistic account of the internal stress structure. The Orowan (1943) model 
consistently underestimates the roll force, presumably because the stress calculation on which it is based (Nádai, 
1931) neglects the curvature of the roller surface. The Domanti and McElwain (1995) model ought to have a 
similar limitation, because it contains only a weak representation of the roll gap geometry. However, fitting two 
model parameters to the finite element result in the base case provides a useful calibration, which is in line with the 
approach taken by Domanti and McElwain (1995) when comparing their model with that of Orowan (1943).    
The relevance of the roll gap geometry is made most clear when we examine the variation of roll force with 
reduction. For smaller reductions, the estimates provided by the models are rather similar. As the reduction 
increases, the slab theory and Orowan (1943) models continue to follow the trend exhibited by the finite element 
results, but the force predicted by the Domanti and McElwain (1995) model predictions begin to depart from the 
others. This reflects the restricted range of validity of this model hinted at in Section 2. This model is built upon an 
assumption of small reduction, and it will be necessary to include more terms of the series solution to correctly 
resolve the effects of a larger reduction. Alternatively, and more practically, one could perform a different 
calculation by relaxing the assumption of small reduction and scaling the equations differently. Johnson and 
Smelser (1992) offer a scaling that suits this purpose well, if one is willing to accept a constant friction 
approximation.  
The friction coefficient seems to have a relatively weak effect on the roll force and torques. All of the models 
predict an increase of force and torque with friction, and all follow an approximately linear trend. Any discrepancy 
between the models is likely due to the neglect or inclusion of internal shear and/or roll geometry, as discussed 
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earlier. This result is of particular interest in the case of Domanti and McElwain (1995), which indicates an 
increased sensitivity to the friction coefficient when compared with the other results. This probably arises from our 
calibration parameters, one of which is the position of the neutral point. As a small change in neutral point can 
create a large difference in net torque, it is perhaps more appropriate to recalibrate this parameter when varying the 
friction. A further difficulty awaits if the friction coefficient were to become sufficiently large: there will be a 
sticking region around the peak of the pressure hill. Orowan (1943) accommodates this possibility, but Domanti 
and McElwain (1995) do not - their model would require some modification in this case.   
The differences in prediction of roll torque are generally a little more pronounced between the different models, 
but the overall picture resembles that of the roll forces: the traditional slab theory performs well, Orowan (1943) 
offers a mild underestimate, and the asymptotic model of Domanti and McElwain (1995) loses accuracy when the 
reduction becomes too large, or when the friction coefficient is varied.  
Unlike the slab theory model, the asymptotic model of Domanti and McElwain (1995) is capable of predicting 
the stress state throughout the roll gap. Fig. 3 indicates that, although the predictions of peak normal and shear 
stress agree reasonably well with finite element calculation, there are differences in the distribution. The broader 
normal stress peak in the Domanti and McElwain (1995) result probably arises from the poor representation of the 
roll gap geometry in that model, whereas the differences in shear stress, including the position of the neutral point, 
indicate that Coulomb friction is not wholly appropriate for modelling the roller contact surface. Not shown are the 
stress states for larger reductions. In these cases, the stress states from all of the models differ significantly from 
the finite element results, which depart from the typical pressure hill behaviour (see Montmitonnet, 2006, for 
further discussion).  The capability of FEM to handle complex material laws with ease, as well as its flexibility sets 
it apart from the analytical methods. At the same time however, its resolution is limited to the fineness of the mesh.  
Overall, the three models provide a good description of the behaviour of the FEM results, although they all 
exhibit quantitative differences, and some (particularly Domanti and McElwain 1995) suffer more strongly when 
their formal assumptions are challenged. However, only the asymptotic analysis of Domanti and McElwain (1995) 
can be naturally refined by extending the approximate solution to higher orders by considering more terms in the 
series solutions. Furthermore, the framework employed by Domanti and McElwain (1995) can be modified for use 
when their assumptions fail - for example, when the reduction is too large - allowing models to be constructed for 
different types of rolling processes. Similar modifications may also remove the need to calibrate parameters, as 
found by Johnson and Smelser (1992). The nature of the assumptions required to pursue this kind of model largely 
prohibits a general purpose solution in the spirit of finite element analysis, meaning that models must be built to 
particular classes of machine specification. However, the computational efficiency gained can be well worth the 
extra effort associated with creating a bespoke model. Indeed, these analytical models may provide the only way to 
compute solutions quickly enough for use in closed-loop control, and therefore be instrumental to the next 
generation of flexible forming technologies.  
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